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Abstract
Language textbooks play an important role in bridging learners’ understanding between the source culture and
target culture. This study explores how the Cambodian and foreign characters are produced and how the source
and target cultures are represented in three English language textbooks published by the Cambodian Ministry of
Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS). The data were collected from textbook passages, exercises and images
presented in the textbooks and the data were analyzed based on the emerging themes in language and cultural
representations of the textbooks. The findings indicate that regarding the distribution in the target communities,
Anglophone and their postcolonial countries are prominently highlighted in the textbooks with the exception that
Japan is exclusively introduced as imagined interlocutor for cultural communication; concerning the
representation of the source culture, Buddhism and Khmer are constructed as legitimate forms of Cambodian
practices. Based on the findings, we argue that English textbooks produced in Cambodia have not provided
Cambodian youth with balanced exposure of cultural diversity. The study has implications for designing English
textbooks with the consideration of diverse identity options and cultural representations.
Keywords: identity options, cultural representations, English textbooks, Cambodia
1. Introduction
In the globalized era, English has spread on a huge scale all over the world (Crystal, 2003; Graddol, 2006;
Jenkins, 2015). With English becoming increasingly significant for achieving success in 21st century global
competition, English has been adopted as an official language used in the Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN) (Zein, 2017). The Kingdom of Cambodia, as one of the members of ASEAN, has been
dominated by the impact of global, international and national status of English language. English plays a
significant role in Cambodia both politically and economically. After gaining independence in 1953, English has
become popular in connecting Cambodia to the rest of ASEAN and in enhancing its local economy via the
tourism industry. The boom of the tourism and hospitality industry is probably the most compelling reason and
the strongest incentive for learning English among the young generations in Cambodia (Kasanga, 2012)。
Apart from the lucrative tourism, English is also widely adopted in various businesses, foreign investments and
educational settings, symbolizing modernity, prosperity and many other economic benefits (Kasanga, 2012).
Seeing the importance of English language in Cambodia，there have emerged major educational reforms in
Cambodia supported by international funding, and the vital role of English has increased due to its vitality in
social development and modernization (Tweed & Som, 2015). English was conceptualized as a foreign language
in the Cambodian education system in the late 1980s by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS)
(Moore & Bounchan, 2010; Neau, 2003), and it has recently become the official language of the ASEAN (Tweed
& Som, 2015).
As a matter of fact, Education is the domain in which English tends to burgeon. Thus, English has been a
curriculum subject for Cambodian middle school students, at least since 1989 (Neau, 2003). Additionally, the
introduction of English instruction to primary school students reflects the government’s recognition of the
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significance of English for national development. Among all of language teaching materials, language textbooks
are considered as the primary tool for providing knowledge in the classroom (Peled-Elhanan, 2012). For
language beginners, the cultural representations in textbooks will greatly affect students’ recognition and world
values.
English language textbooks are not only used to impact linguistic knowledge, but also considered as the main
resource for learning different cultural aspects of English. Thus, language textbooks constitute a hidden
curriculum that embodies particular ideologies and legitimizes specific types of knowledge (Canale, 2016).
Following this line of inquiry, this paper explores the identity options and cultural representations of the English
textbooks for Cambodian middle school students.
2. Previous Studies on English Language Textbooks
Many scholars have investigated the cultural representations of English textbooks in different contexts, such as
Japan, Australia, Iran, England, Uganda, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and so on (Yamada, 2010; Lee & Collins, 2010;
Hodkinson, 2018; Stranger-Johannessen, 2015; Alshammri, 2017; Mohamood, 2012). In these previous studies,
thematic topics like cultural representation, identity construction, and gender stereotypes were reported and
analyzed. For instance, Alshammri (2017) evaluated the representations of identity options and cultural elements
in English language textbooks used in Saudi Arabia under the framework of Critical Discourse Analysis,
showing that the oversimplifications and misrepresentations of foreign characters and foreign cultures may have
a negative impact on learner’s motivation or may lead to weak English competence. Similarly, Taira (2019)
revealed that the Nihonjinron discourse operating produces a position subjected to the discourse of Japanization
within which Okinawans become “Japanese”. He problematized these discursive texts as a systematic form of
Japanizing Okinawans’ minds through education. Also, Lee & Collins (2010) examined gender construction both
in Australia and Hong Kong, revealing the convention that women were depicted as more passive and weaker
than men. As one of the ancient civilizations in Southeast Asia, however, little is known about the English
textbooks used in Cambodia. Language textbooks are not only an important source for conveying subject
knowledge but also impact their underlying beliefs on their effectiveness in conveying knowledge to language
learners (Alshammri, 2017, p. 9). Thus, studying Cambodia’s English textbooks is one of the essential ways to
understand the current situation of English language learning in Cambodia.
3. Hegemony and Ideology as Theoretical Concepts
The concepts of hegemony and ideology are two vital terms in language education and culture. Gramsci (1971)
sees hegemony as powerful groups use to dominate subjects whereby the latter accept dominance as natural and
apply it in the interests of the former without objection. Hegemony is applied via channels with a limited use of
actual force but is nonetheless supported by unequal structures of power (Richardson 2007). In this case, both the
dominant and the dominated groups take hegemony for granted as it is validated through natural and legitimate
forms of social interaction, socio-cultural values and assumptions as well as through discursive practices.
Moreover, Mohamed (2014, p. 55) asserts that hegemony refers to power and domination in the domains of
economics, politics, cultural life and ideology within a certain society or across societies. Gramsci also notes that
one of the most “... critical element[s] to promote and enhance the ideological hegemony in certain classes is
often done through the control of knowledge” (Apple, 1990, p. 26). In this context, the rationing of knowledge
tends to serve the needs of a single interested party rather than individuals or society (Apple, 1990). Thus,
language and knowledge play a major role in terms of hegemonic control in the social world.
Furthermore, ideology is another term discussed in studies of language and education. Gee (1990, p. 3) affirms
that ideology refers to “… the ideas, beliefs, principles and values that a person has”. Mohamed (2014, pp. 53-54)
maintains that ideology is the set of beliefs which is used by the powerful to sustain inequality across a society or
between societies. In this sense, ideology is employed through discursive and visual practices to serve and
sustain asymmetrical power relations either nationally or internationally. In this respect, the powerful employ
various tactics so as to obscure and deceive the less powerful such that the illegitimate becomes legitimate and
the inappropriate becomes appropriate (Wooffitt, 2005). Fairclough asserts that “…language is a material form of
ideology, and language is invested by ideology” (1995, p. 73). Li, Ai & Zhang’s study (2019) indicates that
Myanmar high school students’ language investment is shaped by their language ideologies which in turn impact
their cultural identifications. Meanwhile, Li, Dong & Li’s study (2019) also illustrated that multiple ideologies of
shaping Cambodian Students’ language learning experiences at Chinese universities. Language is manipulated in
order to serve the interests of the powerful and privileged at the expense of the disempowered and less privileged.
Ideology in textbooks represents itself in texts and images. Therefore, ideology is presented within the form and
content of texts. This implies that textbooks are social products that offer service to students by providing them
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with linguuistic, cultural and educationnal ideologicaal inputs (Mohhamed, 2014, p. 55). In shoort, hegemony
y and
ideology aare two importtant factors thhat cannot be iignored when studying English language textbooks. We
e ask
two researrch questions concerning tthe ideologicaal representations of identitty and culturee produced in
n the
Cambodiaan English langguage textbookks.
(1) How arre the Camboddian and foreiggn characters ddisplayed in thee textbooks?
(2) How iss the Cambodian (source) annd foreign (targget) culture reppresented in the textbooks?
4. Method
dology
4.1 Materiial Selection
In Camboddia, several diifferent series of language teextbooks are m
mainly designeed by the Minnistry of Educa
ation,
Youth andd Sport. Camboodia has been an underdeveeloped countryy with poverty because of itss historical fac
ctors.
However, Japan is a powerful counttry in Southeaast Asia. Japaan’s current ppolicy-making approach tow
wards
Southeast Asia may be regarded
r
as a continuation oof policy that iis, nevertheless, being buffetted by a range
e of –
primarily regional – exxternal influences. Besides, Julie (2004) examines thatt Japanese govvernment man
nages
changing ccircumstances to carve out a new role for itself in Southheast Asia. At tthe same time,, Cambodia, ass one
of the mem
mbers of Southheast Asia, obvviously will be the target of JJapan’s policy, particularly inn education.

Figure 1. Screeenshot from w
website: http:///www.esc-kizuuna.com/
As is show
wn in Figure 1,
1 from the uppper right corneer of the pictuure, we can seee the Japanesee logo ‘The Nippon
Foundationn’ which is pllaced on the toop, followed bby the languagge choices of K
Khmer, Japanese and English as
well as the national flaggs of the threee countries. Itt indicates thatt Japan and T
The United Kinngdom supporrt the
English edducation of Caambodia. Intereestingly, Japann is the main suupporter of Caambodian educcation. In this case,
the researcch is going to choose the thhree English T
Textbooks, graade 7, 8 and 9 for middle scchools, which have
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been produuced by Japannese organizatiion--The Nippon Foundationn. From the coover of this serries books, we
e will
clearly seee two Japanesee symbols in F
Figure 2-‘THE
E NIPPON FO
OUNDATION’ and ‘Educatiion Support Center
KIZUNA N
NGO’, which were located aat the right botttom of the covver.

Figure 2. The coverr of Student’s B
Book, Grade 7
4.2 Data A
Analysis
In order too consider bothh foreign and Cambodian chharacters and cultural repressentations, conntent analysis (CA)
was emplooyed for preseent study. Conntent analysis is a research m
method that uuses a set of pprocedures to make
m
valid inferrences from teext. Comparedd with other daata-generatingg and analysis techniques, coontent analysis has
several addvantages: (i) Communicatioon is a centraal aspect of social interactiion. Content-aanalytic proced
dures
operate dirrectly on text or
o transcripts oof human com
mmunications. ((ii) In more reecent times, whhen reliable da
ata of
other kinds exist, culturee indicators cann be used to asssess quantitattively the relatiionships amonng economic, social,
s
political, aand cultural change
c
and soo forth (Roberrt, 1990). Reseearchers regarrd content anaalysis as a flexible
method foor analyzing text
t
data (Cavvanagh, 1997)). In addition,, Content anaalysis classifiees textual material,
reducing itt to more relevvant, manageabble bits of dataa.
Thus, we w
were careful to comprehenssively collect aand analyze all the data withhin the three C
Cambodian En
nglish
textbooks that related to the research qquestions. As A
Aiello (2006) sstates that the rrole of images is (in part) to carry
cultural m
meanings. Imagges play a pow
werful role inn the constructtion of truth aand reality (H
Hyatt, 2005, p. 52).
Therefore,, images and teexts jointly inttroduce a certaain reality. Hoowever, Paltriddge (2006, p. 1106) points outt that
“[m] any rreadings of texxts are construccted not just bby the use of w
words but by a combination oof words with other
modalitiess of communication, such as pictures, filmss, video images and sounds.”” Regarding thhis, content ana
alysis
and criticaal image analyssis framework were combineed to collect soome texts and ffigures from thhe three textbo
ooks.
5. Findinggs
In this partt, the findings in relation to tthe first researrch question, “H
How are the C
Cambodian andd foreign chara
acters
displayed in the textbookks?” To answeer this questionn, we analyzedd the set of chaaracters, their gender, occupation
and nationnality for Cambbodian and foreign characteers offered in tthe three textbooks. The finddings are prese
ented
in Table 1,, 2, 3 and 4.
5.1 Identity
ty Options betw
ween the Sourcce and Target C
Countries
5.1.1 Charracters
Table1. Chharacter distribbution in the thhree MoEYS series textbookks
Typees of characters
Number
Percentage (N=113))

Cambodian chharacters (Sourcce)
74
655.49%

Foreign charracters (target)
39
34.51%

YS series is 113, including 74
Table 1 sshows that thee number of the characterrs represented in the MoEY
Cambodiaan characters and
a 39 non-Caambodian charracters. By com
mparing the nnumber of Cam
mbodia and foreign
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characters in the three textbooks, it is clear that the representation of Cambodian characters (65.49%) is higher
than that of foreign characters (34.51%).
5.1.2 Gender
Table 2. Gender distribution in the three MoEYS series textbooks
Gender and nationality
Number
Percentage (N=113)

Cambodian male
34
30.09%

Cambodian female
31
27.43%

Unknown
9
7.96%

Foreign male
16
14.16%

Foreign female
19
16.81%

Unknown
4
3.54%

In terms of the gender distribution, Table 2 shows that Cambodian male and female are shared almost the equal
numbers (34 male and 31 female). At the same time, in the case of foreign characters, there is a slight number
gap between male and female characters (16 male and 19 female), indicating that in this series book, there is not
an obvious imbalanced gender distribution and under-representation of Cambodian and non-Cambodian female
characters.
5.1.3 Occupation
Table 3. Occupational identities of characters in the three MoEYS series textbooks
Cambodian Characters
Occupational identity
Teacher
School principal
Student
Cook
Gardener
Singer
Musician
Dancer
Housewife
zookeeper
Doctor
Officer
Photographer
Farmer

Foreign Characters

Male 38

Female 36

Occupational identity

Male 19

Female 18

1
29
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
26
1
1
4
1
1
1
-

Teacher
Student
Footballer
Musician
Singer
Baseball player
Health worker

16
1
1
1
-

16
1
1

Table 3 shows the occupations of the Cambodia and foreign characters represented in the MoEYS series.
Cambodian characters have been assigned 14 occupations, while 7 (less than 10) occupations have been assigned
to foreigners. It is obviously demonstrates that the MoEYS series Cambodian English textbooks play more
attention to domestic occupations but not foreign countries. According to the number of the male and female
occupations in Cambodia (38 male and 36 female) and Foreign countries (19 male and 18 female), there is
almost an equal distribution. However, comparing the occupations of Cambodia and foreign countries offered in
the three textbooks, the occupations offered in Cambodia almost represent the low and middle-class (cook,
gardener, housewife, zookeeper and so on), while occupations attached foreigners (footballer, musician, singer,
baseball player, health worker and so on) are constructed as middle- or upper-class.
5.1.4 Nationality
Table 4. Nationality distribution in the three MoEYS series textbooks

Europe

Nationality

Male 43

Female 44

UK
England
Ireland
Italy
Spain
Russia
France

2
-

2
1
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Africa
Oceania

Asian Social Science
Canada
America(US)
Brazil
China
Mongolia
Japan
India
Thailand
Laos
Malaysia
Vietnam
Cambodia
Indonesia
Philippines
Kenya
South Africa
New Zealand
Australia
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1
1
1
-

3
2
4
-

1
1
34
1
1

31
1

1
1
1
9
1
1
1

In these English textbooks, the representation of the world is Anglophone-centered in that English speaking
countries like UK, USA, Canada, Ireland, Australia and their previously-colonized countries such as South
Africa, India, Malaysia are represented as the targeting countries. The world for young Cambodian students to be
exposed to is de facto dominated by the English-speaking countries. Apart from the representation of the
English-speaking world order, Asian countries also find their places in the textbooks where Japan constitutes the
prominent space given its main funding source for compiling the textbooks. For the rest of the Asian countries
produced, Southeast Asian countries such as Malay, Indonesia, Vietnam are depicted as important cooperating
partners for Cambodia.
5.2 Cultural Representations of the Source and Target Countries
Four emerging themes have been examined based on the content analysis of the cultural representations between
the source and target countries. They are Buddhism-oriented religious practices, Khmer-centered
monoculturalism, tourism-driven English learning and over-representation of Japan as an imagined target
culture.
5.2.1 Buddhism-oriented Religious Practices
Buddhism is considered as the national religion of Cambodia through legislative practice. The social and
historical construction of Buddhism in Cambodia is associated with the unification of Cambodia as an
independent country free from various colonial impacts in history (Hobsbawm & Ranger, 1983). Article 43 of
the Cambodia’s constitution clearly states: “Buddhism is the religion of Cambodia.” Meanwhile, more than 93
percent of the population believes in Buddhism, which plays an important role in the political and social life of
the Cambodian people. Moreover, there are also other influential religions in Cambodia, including Islam,
Catholicism, Primitive Religions and Brahmin.
Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983) assert the fact that Buddhism is not simply being recreated in its previous mold,
but is being “reinvented” after a radical break with the past in Cambodia. Historically, Kent (2003) states that in
pre-modern Cambodia, the cultural fabric of popular Buddhism/ animism played a central role in political and
moral ordering in shaping Khmer ethnic and national identity and in nourishing fellowship among Cambodian
villagers. Khmer Buddhism has played a crucial role in Cambodian culture for centuries both in the royal court
and widely throughout the country. However, the role of religion in a country, apart from being consolidated and
recognized by law, can also be solidified and practiced by all the people through education. The reproduction of
Buddhism as national religion and legitimate forms of cultural interactions in daily life can be found through the
English textbooks as indicated in Figure 3and 4.
In Figure 3, from the title, ‘Unit 5-A homecoming: Monks, mangoes and a boat trip’, we can see that the Monks
(Buddhism) is a typical religious symbol of Cambodia. Addition to the title, the second picture also shows the
monks who wear the Buddhist clothes. So the two figures show that monks in Cambodian English language
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textbooks are representeed with both reeal and cartooon figures whicch are constituuted as the leggitimate memb
ber of
Cambodiaan daily life.

Figurre 3. Student’ss Book, grade 88, Unit 5,P.38

Figure 4. Student’s B
Book, Grade 8,, Unit 17, P.1112
Constructiing Buddhism as part of dailyy life can also be demonstratted through thee shared storiees within the fa
amily
domain as indicated in Figure
F
5, 6 ,7annd 8.

Figuree 5. Student’s B
Book, Grade 9, unit 29, p.1844
e
Figure 4 ddescribes a Pisseth’s story of visiting some temples with her father. Thhe purpose of her trip is to enjoy
learning abbout the anciennt religion. It iindicates that iin Cambodia, tthe religion edducation is embbedded in daily
y life
and familyy.
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Figure 6. Student’s B
Book, Grade 9,, Unit 22, p.1443
Similarly, Figure 6 also introduces a m
man’s experiennce of travellinng with his wiffe to visit the teemples and mo
onks.
The man w
was interested in the traditioon of Buddhism
m ceremony w
which the monkks were prayinng and blessin
ng for
the poor ffamilies. By helping
h
those w
who are not aas well off, peeople can earnn more merits.. So, he decid
des to
participantt his local com
mmunity.

Figure 7. Student’s B
Book, Grade 7,, Unit 31, p.1990
Figure 7 teells an interestting story wheen one boy was just 10 yearss old. In more details, it shoows us a little boy’s
b
childhood experiences of
o living in paggodas. At thatt time, his friends pretendedd to scare him and said that there
were ghosts there. Heariing this, he couuld not fall aslleep. The next morning, he tthought himsellf very brave. After
A
that, he livved a happy liffe in the pagodda with many fr
friends.

Figure 8. Student’s B
Book, Grade 9,, Unit 33, p.2008
Further, Fiigure 8 shows a conversation between Vuuthy and Arunnny. After graduuation, Arunnyy is going to marry
m
and he choooses to hold his
h wedding ceeremony in W
Wat Athvea pagoda, and he w
will invite Vuthhy to participan
nt his
wedding.
67
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In short, tthe significancce of Buddhism
m in Camboddia is reproducced via the reppresentations oof pagodas, monks
m
(symbols of Buddhism
m) which appeear frequentlyy in different situations, suuch as in weeddings, childhood
experiencees, traveling, visiting.
v
Althouugh Buddhism
m is highly prom
moted and widdely representeed in the textbo
ooks,
there is noothing about other
o
religions such as Islam
m, Catholicism
m, Primitive Reeligions and B
Brahmin and so
o on,
and non-B
Buddhism is alsso part of Cam
mbodian daily llife.
5.2.2 Khm
mer-centered Monoculturalism
M
m
In represennting the hom
me culture, Khm
mer, as the maajor ethnic grooup of Cambodian populatioon, has becom
me the
only legitiimate form of cultural comm
munication eveen though Cam
mbodia is a m
multi-ethnic, muulticultural cou
untry
with plenttiful festivals and customs. The followinng figures resppectively show
w the Khmer ddance, clothess and
festivals liike Water Festiival, Khmer N
New Year and C
Cambodian Inddependence Daay.

Figuree 9. Student’s B
Book, Grade 88,Unit 14, p. 966
Obviouslyy, Figure 9 show
ws us a traditioonal dance in C
Cambodia. It iintroduces the idea that in school holidays, they
will dancee the “Smile of Angkor” whhich tells the story of “the G
Great Angkor ccivilization”. A
Additionally, dance
d
names likee Apsara Dannce, Peacock D
Dance and Shiiva Dance also show the reeligious influeence of culture
e and
customs. T
The reason is thhat ‘Apsara’ annd ‘Shiva’ are deities in Cam
mbodian religioon.

Figure 10. Student’s Book, Grade 88, Unit 14, p. 996
geous
In Figure 10, we can seee different kinnds of traditional clothes. Inn different perrformances, drresses are gorg
p
with differrent styles and designs, and ddancing gesturres are also diffferent (Studennt’s Book, gradde 8, Unit 14, p.97).
As shown in Figure 10, most
m impressivvely, the tradittional Khmer pperformance w
was seen as the beauty of Asia
a.
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Figure 11. Student’s B
Book, Grade 88, Unit 16, p.1004
Figure 11 shows vivid pictures of thhe water Festival, particulaarly the boat rraces. At the same time, in
n the
Student’s B
Book, grade 9,
9 it tells us Heeang’s thinkingg of the best w
ways to experience the Wateer Festival. He says
that there are boat racees and a beauutiful boat paraade in this feestival. The text also descriibes the amazingly
crowded situation in the Water Festivaal (Unit 24, P.154)

Figure 12. Student’s B
Book, Grade 88, Unit 16, p.1006
Figure 12 shows us the most
m essential festival—Khm
mer New Year in Cambodia. Through the ppictures we see
e that
these angeels wear Cam
mbodian traditioonal clothes aand take somee instruments or weapons ffor celebrating
g this
festival.

Figure 13. Student’s B
Book, Grade 99, Unit 23, p.1446
Meanwhilee, Figure 13 shows us Cam
mbodian Indeependence Dayy. Certainly, tthe White piggeons and ballloons
symbolize the peace andd freedom of C
Cambodian peoople.
To Summaarize, this part mainly displayys the Camboddian Customs and festivals too the languagee learners.
5.2.3 Locaalized English Variety Drivenn by Tourism
Tourism coonstitutes the main industryy in Cambodia with 4.35 billlion U.S dollars in 2018, upp 19.8 percent from
3.63 billioon dollars in a year earlierr according too Tourism Minnister Thong Khon becausee of the economic
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significancce of learning English to serrve the tourism
m industry, thee cultural elem
ments of nationnal scenic spotss and
city is highhly representedd in the textbooks.
As we all know, Camboodia is rich in ttourism resourrces, such as A
Angkor Wat, one of the “Sevven Wonders of
o the
World”, w
which symbolizzes the long hhistory and spplendid civilizaation of Cambbodia. In mostt English lang
guage
textbooks, when introduucing a countryy, tourism is offten one of thee hot attractingg topics. Accorrdingly, Cambo
odian
tourism is represented inn the followingg text.

Figure 14. Student’s B
Book, Grade 77, Unit 22, p.1338
Figure 14 shows severaal famous citiees in Cambodiia, particularlyy referring to ttourism. Siem Reap is a pop
pular
resort townn as the gatew
way to Angkor region. Phnom
m Pehn is the ccapital and larggest city of Cam
mbodia, locate
ed on
the banks of the Tolnee Sap and M
Mekong River. Also, Battam
mbang is welll known for being the lea
ading
rice-produucing province of the countryy, a major com
mmercial hub.

Figgure 15. Studennt’s Book 8,Unnit 13, p. 86
Figure 15 shows a dialoggue about a Caambodian famoous scenic spoot—Angkor W
Wat. Angkor Waat was first a Hindu,
H
later a Budddhist, temple complex in C
Cambodia and tthe largest reliigious monum
ment in the worrld. Its mystery
y and
grandeur aattracted quanttities of touristts around the world. In a woord, tourism iss an importantt economic inc
come
for Camboodia.
5.2.4 Japann as an Imaginned Communitty for Camboddian Cross-Culttural Communnication
The abovee analysis tendds to indicate thhat the represeentation of Cam
mbodian cultuure is prominennt from the asp
pects
of religionn, customs, fesstivals and touurism. On the other hand, thhe most strikinng and interesting finding iss that
there is ovver-representattion of Japanese culture in tthe three textbbooks. As menntioned in the section of material
selection, the researcherr found that inn the cover of this series bbook has two symbols of Jaapan, one is ‘THE
NIPPON F
FOUNDATIO
ON’ and, the oother is ‘Educcation Supportt Center KIZU
UNA NGO’. T
This indicatess that
Japan’s obbvious educatioon support to Cambodia. Thhen, how abouut the content oof the three texxtbooks? Are there
any repressentations of Japanese
J
culturre in the bookks? Certainly itt there is. Thee following figgures will represent
this point cclearly.
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Figure 116. Student’s B
Book, Grade 8, Unit 31, p. 195
In the righht side picture of
o Figure 16, w
we can clearlyy see the Japannese famous food—Sushi. It is very famous and
warmly weelcomed by many people in the world, alsoo including Caambodian peopple.

Figure 17. Student’s Book, Grade 88, Unit 11, p.774
The abovee Figure showss Japan’s famoous food. Figuure 17 represennts Japanese w
well-known spoort—Karate. In the
picture, thee man wears Karate
K
clothes as well.

Figure 18. Student’s Book, Grade 88, Unit 14, p.994
This short text recommeends people to travel in Tokyyo in Japan, annd also gives ssome suggestioons on how to visit
Japan. It is interesting thhat in the shorrt text, the wrriter of the boook uses “shoulld; shouldn’t; must; mustn’tt” for
giving advvice. The tone of voice is so sserious, even sstronger than inntroducing Caambodian scenic spots.
Figure 19 shows the fam
mous musical iinstrument—K
Koto in Japan. It introduces a Japanese Kenn’s hobbies an
nd his
talents in m
music.
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Figure 19. Student’s B
Book, Grade 88, Unit 15, p.1000
Overall, iin this sectioon, it examinnes four proominent findinngs: Buddhissm-oriented reeligious practtices;
Khmer-cenntered monocuulturalism; touurism-driven Ennglish learningg and over-reppresentation off Japan as imag
gined
target cultuure in three MoEYS series teextbooks used in Cambodia.
6. Discusssion and Impliications
Based on the findings, the study woould extend oour discussion into three asspects. First, tthe occupation
ns of
Cambodiaan characters and foreign ccharacters aree different andd imbalancedd in light of social class. Such
contrastivee representatioons of target annd source charracters are the social reproduuction of the uunequal positio
oning
of seeing tthe locals as ecconomically innferior and lackk of social resppect and the fooreigners as soocially superior and
desirable ccommunicatorrs. Such sociall positioning iss also associatted with the gllobal system w
where Cambod
dia is
situated inn the least devveloped list annd where servvice industry aand agriculturee constitute thhe main source for
Cambodiaan economy whhere other proffitable or sociaally desired jobb positions are not representeed. Second, the
ere is
under-reprresentation of non-Khmer
n
cuustoms and fesstivals, such ass western custooms and festivvals, demonstrrating
the essentialism in the three textbookks. However, it is questionnable whether such represenntation of targeting
countries m
might bridge the cross-culttural understannding of the llanguage learnners. Third, ass English lang
guage
textbooks, the content should be disstributed equaally. However,, in the threee textbooks, bbesides Cambo
odian
characters and culture, Japanese characters and cultuure appear the most. This willl influence thee language learners
unconsciouusly. They miight think thatt Japan is so ggreat. Everythhing in Japan iis the best. Thhey might worship
Japanese cculture and aree eager to live a Japanese lifee.
The findinngs also have several
s
implicaations. First, Cambodian Engglish has been used to promoote the local cu
ulture
and custom
ms. In the Engglish textbookks, Cambodia is constructedd as a tourism--centered counntry where various
scenic spoots and local cuustoms and praactices are widdely introduced in English aand such new fforms of promoting
Cambodiaan English is for the purpose of promotiing the Cambodian tourism
m resources. W
We argue that such
tourism-drriven English learning
l
conteent is embeddeed in the widerr context of Cambodian sociio-political pro
ocess
in which ttourism constiitutes the mainn profitable inndustry. Many localized form
ms of Englishh expressions have,
h
therefore, been spotted like the naminng practice foor the local people and scennic spots. Beinng exposed to such
English vaariety, Camboddian English leearners are exppected to introdduce their locaal culture and customs in En
nglish
to the outsside world, andd thus enhancinng the local touurism industryy and the national image of C
Cambodia.
Second, ouur findings inddicate that theere are unbalannced cultural rrepresentationss for the targetting countries.. The
so-called w
western culturee is exclusivelyy dominated bby English regiime where Engglish speaking countries are more
likely to be produced in the textbooks, followed by the post-colonnial countries oof speaking Ennglish as officiial or
national laanguage. Otherr non-English speaking counntries are largeely excluded frrom the textboooks. We argue
e that
these textbbooks only repproduce the heegemonic ordeer of English w
world, which is hierarchical and consequential.
The foreiggn speakers deppicted in the teextbooks are cconstructed as knowledgeablle, acquiring ddecent social sttatus;
in contrastt, the local peoople appear too be socially innferior by takinng up less chaallenging jobs mostly workin
ng in
service inddustry.
The third implication is
i associated with the monnoculturalism in that Budddhism and Khhmer are the only
legitimate forms for proomoting the soource culture. Despite the ffact that there are more thann 20 ethnic grroups
living in C
Cambodia, theere is predomiinantly coveraage of the cusstoms and culttural practicess of Khmer pe
eople
whereas oother ethnic groups
g
remain unknown. Suuch homogennized cultural representationn is also foun
nd in
representinng Buddhism as the nationnal religion inn Cambodia. The Buddhisst monks, habbitual customs and
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Buddhist history and scenic spots are used as cultural icons to present Cambodian culture and Buddhism-related
social and cultural activities are constructed as daily part of mundane life. As a consequence, other religious
practices are overlooked and thus marginalized from the mainstream social discourse.
As a member of ASEAN, Cambodia sees the importance of teaching English to the young generation in order to
embrace the world in the globalized era. However, the imagined community for Cambodian youth to use English
for communication is de facto with Japanese people. The analysis of three textbooks for Cambodian students
indicates that Japan-related cultural forms constitute a prominent part of learning content. Both the value of
learning about Japanese culture and the importance of getting to know Japan as an imagined country have been
depicted in the textbooks as important learning resources for Cambodian youth to get exposed to. We argue that
such over-representation of Japan in Cambodian English textbooks, aiming to manipulate Cambodian youth by
imparting Japanized knowledge. Such social practice and ideological education correlate with the fact that the
funding resource for compiling the English textbooks for Cambodian government is largely supported by Japan.
In other words, the cultural elements represented in the English textbooks do not serve the common good but a
small group of people from a particular country.
7. Conclusion
In conclusion, English is used in the textbooks to introduce Cambodia to the outside world by attracting tourists
from all over the world. However when it comes to the distribution of targeting countries and imagined
interlocutors, there are Anglophone-based, Khmer-centered homogeneity and Japan-oriented representations. In
order to make a more balanced evaluation of English textbooks in Cambodia, future studies should be conducted
by comparing different materials produced in different social contexts for better understanding of sociopolitical
forces upon Cambodia.
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